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	OIL	View by category: 
Bunded Oil TanksDomestic Oil TanksTitan Oil TanksCemo Uni-TankCarbery Oil TanksHarlequin Oil TanksAtlas Oil TanksFuel Dispensing TanksFuel MastersPortable Fuel Dispensing TanksCarbery Fuel PointsMore Fuel Dispensing Tanks
	 
Oil Tank SecurityOil Tank AccessoriesTank Gauges and Tank AlarmsFuel FiltersNozzles & HosesTank Lids & CapsOther AccessoriesDiesel Generator TanksFuel Bowsers
	 
Steel Oil TanksCemo Uni-TankFuel Hub CompactAceCube Steel TanksFuelPod All Terrain Steel TanksFuelTainer Versatile Steel TanksSingle Skin Steel TanksBunded Steel TanksPetrol DispensersUnderground Oil TanksFuel Management Systems
	 
Fuel Pumps & DispensersBattery Fuel Transfer PumpsElectric Fuel Transfer PumpsHand Fuel Transfer PumpsFlow MetersFlow Meters & MonitorsDomestic Oil MetersHVO Fuel TanksWaste Oil Tanks
	 
AdblueAdblue Dispensing TanksAdBlue Portable Dispensing TanksAdblue EquipmentOil Spill ControlOil Spill ContainmentOil Spill KitsAll Oil Tanks
	Related brands: 
CarberyCemo GrozHarlequinKingspan AtlasKingspan PartsKingspan SensorKingspan TitanPiusiTrailer EngineeringAll Brands


	WATER	View by category: 
Water Storage TanksPotable Water TanksNon Potable Water TanksAttic Water TanksWall & Garden TanksWater ButtsGalvanised Steel Water TanksUnderground Water TanksMore Water Storage Tanks
	 
Water Tank AccessoriesWater Tank GaugesFilters & SiphonsBack-flow & IntakeOther AccessoriesRainwater HarvestingUnderground Rainwater SystemsRain StoreMore Rainwater Harvesting
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                                        SURESTOP STOPCOCK WITH REMOTE SWITCH
                                        €66.30 from €61.00 ex VAT 
(€75.03 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	HOT WATER CYLINDERS	View by category: 
Ultrasteel Unvented Hot Water CylindersDirect Ultrasteel Hot Water CylindersIndirect Ultrasteel Hot Water CylindersSolar Ultrasteel Hot Water Cylinders
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All Hot Water Cylinders
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                                        ALBION COMPACT 300L TWIN COIL STAINLESS STEEL VENTED HOT WATER CYLINDER
                                        from €890.47 ex VAT 
(€1,095.28 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	WASTEWATER	View by category: 
Septic TanksSewage Treatment PlantsPumping StationsSingle Pump StationsTwin Pump StationsGrey Water Pumping StationsAbove Ground Pumping StationMore Pumping Stations
	 
Sewage & Wastewater PumpsFuel Oil SeparatorsFull Retention SeparatorsBypass SeparatorsWashdown SeparatorsForecourt Separators
	 
Surface Water Management - SUDSAquaHarvest Rainwater Harvesting SystemBypass & Full Retention SeparatorsAquaTreat Surface Water Treatment (SWT) Separator RangeAquaOil Hydrocarbon SeparatorsAquaHold Attenuation Tanks RangeAquaFlow Vertical & Horizontal Flow Control SolutionsMore Surface Water Management - SUDS
	 
Grease Traps and SeparatorsUnderground Water & Cesspool TanksWastewater AccessoriesWastewater Distribution Boxes & DrainageWastewater Effluent FiltersAll Wastewater
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                                        BIODISC BA6 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
                                        €4,185.57 from €3,699.00 ex VAT 
(€4,549.77 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	CHEMICAL	View by category: 
Chemical Dosing TanksIBC TanksIBC & Drum Covers and HeatersChemical Storage Tanks
	 
Chemical EquipmentChemical StorageChemical Spill ControlChemical Spill ContainmentMore Chemical Spill Control
	 
All Chemical
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                                        200L CHEMICAL DOSING TANK
                                        from €194.30 ex VAT 
(€238.99 inc VAT) 
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                                        FMT 3 ELECTRONIC FLOW METER
                                        €167.65 ex VAT 
(€206.21 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	AGRICULTURE	View by category: 
Liquid Fertiliser TanksLivestock Drinkers & FootbathsLivestock Feeders & DispensersEquestrian Equipment
	 
Garden ProductsGarden Compost BinsBunkers & TrolleysLarge Agricultural Steel Tanks
	 
Agricultural Precast Concrete TanksArmorgard StorageAll Agriculture
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                                        SURESTOP STOPCOCK WITH REMOTE SWITCH
                                        €66.30 from €61.00 ex VAT 
(€75.03 inc VAT) 
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                                        SURESTOP I-WATER SMART CONTROL HOME PACK
                                        €160.26 from €150.00 ex VAT 
(€184.50 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	PARTS & ACCESSORIES	View by category: 
Wastewater AccessoriesSewage Treatment Plant AccessoriesSeptic Tank AccessoriesPumping Station AccessoriesSeparator Accessories / SparesWastewater Distribution Boxes & DrainageWastewater Effluent FiltersMore Wastewater Accessories
	 
Water AccessoriesWater Backflow & IntakeWater Filters & SiphonsWater Pumps & ControllersWater Tank GaugesMotor / Gearbox & KitsBlowers & Spares
	 
PumpsBooster PumpsClean Water PumpsSewage & Wastewater PumpsSubmersible Water PumpsSolar AccessoriesCleaning & Chemical Accessories
	 
Fuel AccessoriesOil Tank Lids & LocksOil Tank GaugesOil Hoses & NozzlesOil Fuel FilterOil Valves, Fill Points & ConnectionsTigerloopsMore Fuel Accessories
	 
Cylinder AccessoriesAll Parts & Accessories
	Related brands: 
3P TechnikApolloGrozKingspan AlbionKingspan Albion UltrasteelKingspan PartsKingspan SensorPiusiPolylokSureStop All Brands


	SPECIAL OFFERS	View by category: 
Oil Special OffersWater Special OffersHot Water Cylinder Special Offers
	 
Wastewater Special OffersParts & Accessories Special OffersAgricultural Special Offers
	 
All Special Offers
	Related brands: 
3P TechnikCemo Kingspan AtlasKingspan SensorKingspan TitanKlargesterSureStop TecalemitAll Brands
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                                        ES1000 BUNDED OIL TANK
                                        €1,198.37 from €1,075.00 ex VAT 
(€1,322.25 inc VAT) 
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                                        FM2500 FUELMASTER ADVANCED
                                        €2,664.53 €2,450.00 ex VAT 
(€3,013.50 inc VAT) 
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                        FiltersFilter by price€0 - €26041
						
						

					

Filter by Capacity0 - 79000
						
						

					


        Filter by width0mm - 3436mm
						
						

					

Filter by length0mm - 15833mm
						
						

                        

Filter by height0mm - 3140mm
						
						

					


        Filter by category Fuel Oil Separators (26) Pumping Stations (8) Special Offers (2) Surface Water Management - SUDS (39) Wastewater (36) Water Storage Tanks (3)


    
    
    Filter by colour Black (1)

Filter by diameter 1200 (3) 1220 (3) 1225 (6) 1350 (5) 1400 (1) 1440 (1) 1690 (1) 1800 (5) 1920 (4) 1995 (2) 2010 (3) 2020 (6) 2075 (4) 2080 (1) 2620 (11) 560 (1) 610 (1) 900 (6)

Filter by fuel type Sewage (22) Water (3)

Filter by guarantee 2 Year (1) 3 Year (16)

Filter by lid size 700 (2)

Filter by material GRP (58) MDPE (4)

Filter by potable No (20)

Filter by shape Rectangular (1) Underground (73)

Filter by shipping Customer Off Loading (71) Free Delivery (90)

Filter by twin or single Single (5) Twin (3)

    Additional Filters Show new items only


91 productsgo
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With over 65 years’ experience, Kingspan Klargester is one of the world's leading manufacturers of wastewater treatment systems. With an international reputation specialising in the manufacture of packaged pollution control products, Klargester has developed a range of innovative products, revolutionising methods of dealing with the treatment of sewage on sites where mains drainage is not available.


Our extensive range of Klargester products include sewage treatment plants, septic tanks, cesspools, fuel and oil separators and grease traps.


 


KLARGESTER BIODISC


Featuring the market leading domestic BioDisc, the Klargester range of packaged sewage treatment plants are fully compliant, highly efficient and economical to operate. Klargester treatment plants are designed with efficiency in mind, using tried and tested technology to ensure consistently high effluent quality. The BioDisc sewage treatment plant is a unit that offers optimal performance at a low running cost, whilst still complying to the highest environmental standards. Ideal for locations where discharge to sub-surface irrigation, a suitable watercourse or where a septic tank will not meet the required standards. Whether you’re looking for a system to serve up to 6 people, or 12, we have the BioDisc sewage treatment plant you’ll need. And to keep your BioDisc system in perfect working order for as long as possible, we also stock a wide range BioDisc spare parts.


 


KLARGESTER BIOTEC


Using tried and tested aerobic biological methods for treating domestic sewage efficiently, the Klargester BioTec domestic sewage treatment plant is easy to install and maintain. The system is available in a variety of sizes to suit any domestic application, whether that’s a single home serving up to 6 people or a system serving up to 25 people for multiple houses. At Tanks.iet, we stock a wide range of BioTec spare parts to keep your system working its best for as long as possible.


 


KLARGESTER BIOFICIENT


Klargeter’s BioFicient treatment plant is an effective and economical domestic sewage treatment plant with a low profile, designed especially for shallow dig applications. This is useful when you need an unobtrusive below ground installation with a discreet profile. Easy to maintain and highly efficient, the BioFicient system offers low running costs but with the kind of high performance you would expect from any Klargester product. Keep your BioFicient system working perfectly for many years to come with our wide range of BioFicient spare parts.


 


KLARGESTER SEPTIC TANKS


 Septic tanks are a traditional solution to sewage disposal needs. The Klargester septic tank range includes options for domestic and commercial dwellings without access to mains drainage. Offering the Alpha range which is bulb/onion shape, the more traditional choice or the shallow dig Gamma range, which save on excavation costs, making it the ideal choice if price and space is an issue.


 


We offer a large range of Klargester spare parts, if you are ever in need of replacement parts.
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            KLARGESTER AQUAHARVEST 2350L
            
                Klargester AquaHarvest 2350L Domestic Rainwater Harvesting Solution - Roof Area <80m2.

The AquaHarvest rainwater solution is a Direct System suitable for domestic applications.

This system is used where it is impractical to have a header tank, for example in homes that have converted attic spaces and less room. 

Therefore, filtered rainwater is pumped direct from the holding tank to the...             

        

        
            from €3,042.28 ex VAT 
(€3,742.00 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER AQUAHARVEST 3100L
            
                Klargester AquaHarvest 3100L Domestic Rainwater Harvesting Solution - Roof Area <80m2.

The AquaHarvest rainwater solution is a Direct System suitable for domestic applications.

This system is used where it is impractical to have a header tank, for example in homes that have converted attic spaces and less room. 

Therefore, filtered rainwater is pumped direct from the holding tank to the...             

        

        
            from €3,150.58 ex VAT 
(€3,875.21 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER AQUAHARVEST 4600L
            
                Klargester AquaHarvest 4600L Domestic Rainwater Harvesting Solution - Roof Area <80m2.

The AquaHarvest rainwater solution is a Direct System suitable for domestic applications.

This system is used where it is impractical to have a header tank, for example in homes that have converted attic spaces and less room. 

Therefore, filtered rainwater is pumped direct from the holding tank to the...             

        

        
            from €3,363.52 ex VAT 
(€4,137.13 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFP3
            
                FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFP3


Our full retention separators or petrol interceptors can be used in car parks, roadways, fuel distribution depots, vehicle workshops and forecourts. Full retention separators treat the full flow that can be delivered by the drainage system. This is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr.

Each full retention separator design...             

        

        
            from €1,386.27 ex VAT 
(€1,705.11 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFP6
            
                FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFP6


Our full retention separators or petrol interceptors can be used in car parks, roadways, fuel distribution depots, vehicle workshops and forecourts. Full retention separators treat the full flow that can be delivered by the drainage system. This is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr.

Each full retention separator design...             

        

        
            from €1,674.52 ex VAT 
(€2,059.66 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA10
            
                FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA10


Our full retention separators or petrol interceptors can be used in car parks, roadways, fuel distribution depots, vehicle workshops and forecourts. Full retention separators treat the full flow that can be delivered by the drainage system. This is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr.

Each full retention separator design...             

        

        
            from €2,454.22 ex VAT 
(€3,018.69 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA15
            
                FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA15


Our full retention separators or petrol interceptors can be used in car parks, roadways, fuel distribution depots, vehicle workshops and forecourts. Full retention separators treat the full flow that can be delivered by the drainage system. This is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr.

Each full retention separator design...             

        

        
            from €3,179.28 ex VAT 
(€3,910.51 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA20
            
                FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA20


Our full retention separators or petrol interceptors can be used in car parks, roadways, fuel distribution depots, vehicle workshops and forecourts. Full retention separators treat the full flow that can be delivered by the drainage system. This is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr.

Each full retention separator design...             

        

        
            from €3,812.70 ex VAT 
(€4,689.62 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA30
            
                FULL RETENTION SEPARATOR NSFA30


Our full retention separators or petrol interceptors can be used in car parks, roadways, fuel distribution depots, vehicle workshops and forecourts. Full retention separators treat the full flow that can be delivered by the drainage system. This is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr.

Each full retention separator design...             

        

        
            from €4,857.52 ex VAT 
(€5,974.75 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER AQUAOIL
            
                Klargester AquaOil Bypass MDPE & GRP and Full Retention MDPE & GRP Separator Range

Klargester AquaOil bypass light liquid separators and full retention light liquid separators are classified as effective spill containment systems that meets the BS EN858-1:2002 Class I effluent targets at low flow rates.

AquaOil separators are available with capacities of up to 69,444m2 and for flow rates...             

        

        
            €POA

                                    
                                
                                info                            
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            GAMMA SEPTIC TANK 2800
            
                GAMMA SEPTIC TANK 2800

Septic tanks are used for the collection and settlement of domestic sewage for domestic dwellings without access to mains drainage. Klargester Gamma septic tanks provide a reliable and economic solution for your off-mains wastewater treatment needs.

Manufactured from tough polyethylene, the Gamma septic tank is robust and lightweight which makes it easy to handle and install....             

        

        
            from €1,082.47 ex VAT 
(€1,331.44 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            ALPHA SEPTIC TANK 2800
            
                ALPHA SEPTIC TANK 2800

Klargester Alpha Septic Tanks are a reliable, economic solution for homes not connected to mains drainage. The Klargester Alpha septic tank are suitable for single and multiple homes, golf course toilet facilities, churches, mobile homes, farms, temporary offices and welfare facilities.
 

Product Benefits:


	Suitable for 5 people (150 Ltrs/head/day)
	1m Invert Level
	Standard...             

        

        
            from €917.53 ex VAT 
(€1,128.56 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            GAMMA SEPTIC TANK 3500
            
                GAMMA SEPTIC TANK 3500

Septic tanks are used for the collection and settlement of domestic sewage for domestic dwellings without access to mains drainage. Klargester Gamma septic tanks provide a reliable and economic solution for your off-mains wastewater treatment needs.

Manufactured from tough polyethylene, the Gamma septic tank is robust and lightweight which makes it easy to handle and install....             

        

        
            from €1,288.66 ex VAT 
(€1,585.05 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            ALPHA SEPTIC TANK 3800
            
                ALPHA SEPTIC TANK 3800

Klargester Alpha Septic Tanks are a reliable, economic solution for homes not connected to mains drainage. The Klargester Alpha septic tank are suitable for single and multiple homes, golf course toilet facilities, churches, mobile homes, farms, temporary offices and welfare facilities.
 

Product Benefits:


	Suitable for 12 people (150 Ltrs/head/day)
	1m Invert Level
	Standard...             

        

        
            from €1,185.57 ex VAT 
(€1,458.25 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            GAMMA SEPTIC TANK 4000
            
                GAMMA SEPTIC TANK 4000

Septic tanks are used for the collection and settlement of domestic sewage for domestic dwellings without access to mains drainage. Klargester Gamma septic tanks provide a reliable and economic solution for your off-mains wastewater treatment needs.

Manufactured from tough polyethylene, the Gamma septic tank is robust and lightweight which makes it easy to handle and install....             

        

        
            from €1,536.08 ex VAT 
(€1,889.38 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            ALPHA SEPTIC TANK 4600
            
                ALPHA SEPTIC TANK 4600

Klargester Alpha Septic Tanks are a reliable, economic solution for homes not connected to mains drainage. The Klargester Alpha septic tank are suitable for single and multiple homes, golf course toilet facilities, churches, mobile homes, farms, temporary offices and welfare facilities.
 

Product Benefits:


	Suitable for 17 people (150 Ltrs/head/day)
	1m Invert Level
	Standard...             

        

        
            from €1,391.76 ex VAT 
(€1,711.86 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 200L COMPACT PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 200L COMPACT PUMPING STATION

Klargester 200L compact pumping station provides the perfect solution for managing effluent or sewage, depending on the pump, distance and height. This Klargester Compact Pumping Stations is quick and easy to install and maintain. The compact range is ideal for use in outbuildings, extensions, cellars, pool houses and external WC applications.
 

Benefits:


	Non-return...             

        

        
            from €596.19 ex VAT 
(€733.31 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 400L COMPACT PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 400L COMPACT PUMPING STATION

Klargester 400L compact pumping station provides the perfect solution for managing effluent or sewage, depending on the pump, distance and height. This Klargester Compact Pumping Stations is quick and easy to install and maintain. The compact range is ideal for use in outbuildings, extensions, cellars, pool houses and external WC applications.
 

Benefits:


	Non-return...             

        

        
            from €853.60 ex VAT 
(€1,049.93 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 900L SINGLE PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 900L SINGLE PUMPING STATION

Supplied with a single Grundfos pump, these Klargester domestic pumping stations are suitable for sewage, surface water and effluent applications. They are also appropriate where 24 hour storage requirements need to be maintained.
 

Product Benefits:


	Made with super-tough, low maintenance GRP for guaranteed durability
	Choice of various different...             

        

        
            from €1,404.00 ex VAT 
(€1,726.92 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 1250L SINGLE PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 1250L SINGLE PUMPING STATION


Supplied with a single Grundfos pump, these Klargester domestic pumping stations are suitable for sewage, surface water and effluent applications. They are also appropriate where 24 hour storage requirements need to be maintained.
 

Product Benefits:


	Made with super-tough, low maintenance GRP for guaranteed durability
	Choice of various different...             

        

        
            from €1,624.70 ex VAT 
(€1,998.38 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 1600L SINGLE PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 1600L SINGLE PUMPING STATION

Supplied with a single Grundfos pump, these Klargester domestic pumping stations are suitable for sewage, surface water and effluent applications. They are also appropriate where 24 hour storage requirements need to be maintained.
 

Product Benefits:


	Made with super-tough, low maintenance GRP for guaranteed durability
	Choice of various different...             

        

        
            from €1,811.11 ex VAT 
(€2,227.67 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBP3
            
                BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBP3


ByPass Separators fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to 6.5mm/hr. This covers over 99% of all rainfall events. Flows above this rate are allowed to bypass the separator. Each ByPass Separator design includes the necessary volume requirement for:-


	Oil separation capacity
	Silt storage capacity
	Oil storage volume
	Coalescer



Features and...             

        

        
            from €1,212.00 ex VAT 
(€1,490.76 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBP4
            
                BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBP4


ByPass Separators fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to 6.5mm/hr. This covers over 99% of all rainfall events. Flows above this rate are allowed to bypass the separator. Each ByPass Separator design includes the necessary volume requirement for:-


	Oil separation capacity
	Silt storage capacity
	Oil storage volume
	Coalescer


 

Features...             

        

        
            from €1,377.00 ex VAT 
(€1,693.71 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBP6
            
                BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBP6


ByPass Separators fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to 6.5mm/hr. This covers over 99% of all rainfall events. Flows above this rate are allowed to bypass the separator. Each ByPass Separator design includes the necessary volume requirement for:-


	Oil separation capacity
	Silt storage capacity
	Oil storage volume
	Coalescer


 

Features...             

        

        
            from €1,449.00 ex VAT 
(€1,782.27 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBE10
            
                BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBE10


ByPass Separators fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to 6.5mm/hr. This covers over 99% of all rainfall events. Flows above this rate are allowed to bypass the separator. Each ByPass Separator design includes the necessary volume requirement for:-


	Oil separation capacity
	Silt storage capacity
	Oil storage volume
	Coalescer


 

Features...             

        

        
            from €1,778.00 ex VAT 
(€2,186.94 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBE15
            
                BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBE15

 

ByPass Separators fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to 6.5mm/hr. This covers over 99% of all rainfall events. Flows above this rate are allowed to bypass the separator. Each ByPass Separator design includes the necessary volume requirement for:-


	Oil separation capacity
	Silt storage capacity
	Oil storage volume
	Coalescer


 

Features...             

        

        
            from €2,451.00 ex VAT 
(€3,014.73 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBE20
            
                BYPASS SEPARATOR NSBE20


ByPass Separators fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to 6.5mm/hr. This covers over 99% of all rainfall events. Flows above this rate are allowed to bypass the separator. Each ByPass Separator design includes the necessary volume requirement for:-


	Oil separation capacity
	Silt storage capacity
	Oil storage volume
	Coalescer


 

Features...             

        

        
            from €3,049.00 ex VAT 
(€3,750.27 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIOTEC 6 PERSON SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 


            

        

        
            €2,288.66 from €2,099.00 ex VAT 
(€2,581.77 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIOFICIENT + 1 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT (6 POP)
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 


            

        

        
            from €2,798.97 ex VAT 
(€3,442.73 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIODISC BA6 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 


            

        

        
            €4,185.57 from €3,699.00 ex VAT 
(€4,549.77 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIOFICIENT + 2 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT (10 POP)
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 


            

        

        
            from €3,867.01 ex VAT 
(€4,756.42 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIODISC BB12 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please see link to form below
            

        

        
            from €5,238.15 ex VAT 
(€6,442.92 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIOFICIENT 4 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT (15 POP)
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 



 
            

        

        
            from €6,242.27 ex VAT 
(€7,677.99 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIOFICIENT 5 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT (20 POP)
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 


            

        

        
            from €7,591.76 ex VAT 
(€9,337.86 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            BIOFICIENT 6 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT (30 POP)
            
                For a site visit or site assessment please click on link to form 


            

        

        
            from €11,328.87 ex VAT 
(€13,934.51 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 900L TWIN PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 900L TWIN PUMPING STATION


Supplied with twin Grundfos pumps, these Klargester domestic pumping stations are suitable for sewage, surface water and effluent applications. They are also appropriate where 24 hour storage requirements need to be maintained.
 

Product Benefits:


	Made with super-tough, low maintenance GRP for guaranteed durability
	Choice of various different pumps...             

        

        
            from €2,101.35 ex VAT 
(€2,584.66 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 1250L TWIN PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 1250L TWIN PUMPING STATION


Supplied with twin Grundfos pumps, these Klargester domestic pumping stations are suitable for sewage, surface water and effluent applications. They are also appropriate where 24 hour storage requirements need to be maintained.
 

Product Benefits:


	Made with super-tough, low maintenance GRP for guaranteed durability
	Choice of various different pumps...             

        

        
            from €2,149.56 ex VAT 
(€2,643.96 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER 1600L TWIN PUMPING STATION
            
                KLARGESTER 1600L TWIN PUMPING STATION

Supplied with twin Grundfos pumps, these Klargester domestic pumping stations are suitable for sewage, surface water and effluent applications. They are also appropriate where 24 hour storage requirements need to be maintained.
 

Product Benefits:


	Made with super-tough, low maintenance GRP for guaranteed durability
	Choice of various different pumps...             

        

        
            from €2,273.20 ex VAT 
(€2,796.04 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            KLARGESTER AQUATREAT
            
                Klargester AquaTreat Surface Water Treatment Separator Range

The Klargester AquaTreat range of water treatment separators help to reduce pollution in line with SuDS Mitigation Indices by removing metals, suspended solids and hydrocarbons from surface water.

The AquaTreat surface water treatment range is suitable for a wide range of SuDS schemes including industrial estates, permitted sites and...             

        

        
            €POA

                                    
                                View more
                                info                            
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            CAR WASH SILT TRAP
            
                CAR WASH SILT TRAP


This Klargester Car Wash silt trap is designed for use before a separator in car wash applications to ensure effective silt removal.


Features:


	FACTA Class B covers
	Light and easy to install
	Maintenance from ground level


DO YOU REQUIRE COMMISSIONING?

To ensure your system operates to maximum efficiency, we recommend tried and tested commissioning by Klargesters...             

        

        
            from €1,877.84 ex VAT 
(€2,309.74 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-010 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-010 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS

 

The Klargester W1-010 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they...             

        

        
            from €1,353.54 ex VAT 
(€1,664.85 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-020 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-020 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS


The Klargester W1-020 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €1,641.58 ex VAT 
(€2,019.14 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-030 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-030 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS

The Klargester W1-030 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €2,079.47 ex VAT 
(€2,557.75 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-040 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-040 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS


The Klargester W1-040 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €2,377.23 ex VAT 
(€2,923.99 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-060 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-060 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS

The Klargester W1-060 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €2,718.46 ex VAT 
(€3,343.71 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-080 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-080 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS


The Klargester W1-080 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €3,628.41 ex VAT 
(€4,462.94 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-100 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-100 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS


The Klargester W1-100 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €4,582.57 ex VAT 
(€5,636.56 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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            W1-120 WASHDOWN SEPARATOR
            
                W1-120 WASHDOWN SEPARATORS

The Klargester W1-120 Washdown Separator can be used in areas such as car wash and other cleaning facilities that discharge directly into a foul drain, which feeds into a treatment facility. Such wash down facilities must not be allowed to discharge directly into surface water but must be directed to a foul connection leading to a municipal tretment works as they utilise...             

        

        
            from €5,317.82 ex VAT 
(€6,540.92 inc VAT) 

                                    
                                                                info                            
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                            Frequently Asked Questions
[bookmark: question363]Brands
Klargester
How often should you empty your Klargester tank?
Caring for your Klargester septic tank is essential to prevent potential issues and ensure the smooth operation of your wastewater system. While the general recommendation is to have your septic tank emptied every 12 to 18 months, it's crucial to consider various factors that may influence the optimal frequency for your specific situation. Take a moment to assess the size of your household – larger families tend to generate more wastewater, potentially requiring more frequent tank emptying. Your water usage habits will also play a significant role; if you're consistently using a substantial amount of water, it might be necessary to empty the tank more frequently.


Furthermore, the size of your septic tank matters. Smaller tanks may fill up more quickly, necessitating more regular maintenance. Keep in mind the types of solids and chemicals that enter your tank – excessive use of non-biodegradable items or harsh chemicals can impact its capacity. Regular inspections can help you stay ahead of potential issues, ensuring your Klargester septic tank operates efficiently and minimising the risk of costly repairs. 



[bookmark: question364]How does a Klargester septic tank work?
A Klargester septic tank disposes of the sewage and wastewater from your property. It collects the wastewater from your property and separates the solids from the liquids, and then any leftover effluent is discharged into a drainage field or soakaway.


 


There are two different types of septic tanks, each with their own benefits and suitability to different properties and individual requirements.


 


The Alpha Klargester septic tank


One of the most popular Klargester septic tanks, the Alpha tank is light, watertight, and particularly strong. Thanks to its shape the tank is easy to handle and install and has a subtle visual impact that many people find desirable.


 


 


Gamma Klargester septic tanks


If you’re looking for a more environmentally friendly choice, look no further than the Gamma Klargester septic tank. It is easy to install, durable, strong and lightweight.


 



[bookmark: question365]Who or what is Klargester?
Kingspan Klargester is one of the world's leading manufacturers of wastewater treatment systems, with over 65 years experience, within the industry, With a global reputation specialising in the manufacture of packaged pollution control products, Klargester has developed a range of innovative products, revolutionising methods of dealing with the treatment of sewage on sites where mains drainage is not available.


Their extensive range of Klargester products include Sewage Treatment plants, septic tanks, Cesspools, fuel and oil separators and grease traps.



[bookmark: question366]How Does a Klargester BioDisc Work?
The BioDisc uses a Rotating Biological Contractor (RBC) system which includes three stages to treat waste water. After the water has passed through a primary settlement tank, where heavy solids settle to form a sludge in the bottom of the tank, it moves into the Biozone for breaking down by microorganisms on the RBC. Suspended solids return to the primary settlement zone, and the liquor is transferred to the second stage Biozone for further treatment. Any remaining solids are settled out in the final settlement tank, leaving the remaining effluent clean enough to be discharged into a watercourse.



[bookmark: question520]How does a Klargester system work?
The Klargester system is a type of wastewater treatment solution designed to efficiently manage and treat domestic sewage from residential and commercial properties. At its core, the system consists of a septic tank and a drainage field.


The process begins in the septic tank, where raw sewage from your property collects. In this tank, solids settle to the bottom, and bacteria break down organic matter, separating it into liquid effluent and solid sludge. The treated liquid then flows out of the tank and into the drainage field, where further natural processes occur. The drainage field, also known as a soakaway, is a network of perforated pipes buried underground. The treated liquid effluent from the septic tank percolates through the pipes and is gradually released into the surrounding soil. This final stage allows for additional filtration and biological treatment as the soil naturally absorbs and further purifies the effluent.


It's important to note that maintaining a proper balance in your Klargester septic tank is crucial for its effectiveness. Regular emptying, typically recommended every 12 to 18 months, ensures that accumulated solids do not reach levels that could compromise the system's functionality. Additionally, avoiding the disposal of non-biodegradable items and harsh chemicals into the system helps maintain the natural biological processes occurring in the septic tank.



[bookmark: question521]What are the benefits of owning a Klargester septic tank?
Klargester septic tanks are known for their durability and longevity. Constructed from high-quality materials, these tanks are designed to withstand the test of time, providing a long-term solution for your sewage treatment needs. 


One of the key advantages of a Klargester septic tank is its simplicity and ease of maintenance. The system operates through natural biological processes, reducing the need for complex mechanical components. This not only makes maintenance more straightforward but also contributes to the system's overall reliability. Regular septic tank emptying, typically recommended every 12 to 18 months, ensures that the system remains efficient and prevents the accumulation of solids that could lead to potential issues.


Klargester septic tanks offer environmental benefits as well. The natural treatment processes within the tank promote the breakdown of organic matter, reducing the environmental impact of sewage disposal. The treated effluent released into the drainage field undergoes further filtration through the soil, contributing to the overall sustainability of the system.


Whether you have a small residential property or a larger commercial establishment, Klargester systems can be tailored to suit the specific needs of different properties, accommodating varying household sizes and usage patterns.
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                            Secure Online Payments

                            You can be assured that purchasing from us is safe. All of our card transactions are processed securely by adyen.
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